
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for an operations director. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for operations director

Develop and administer operations budget
Organize and supervise activities of facilities operations staff
Responsible for project managing shows
Responsible for the day-to-day office administrative work including staff
schedules, timekeeping, hiring, supervising and monitoring of staff
performance
Engage in venue improvements and capital projects by providing
recommendations for improvements and working with GM/Festival Director
to obtain bids, develop ROI (Return on Investment) analyses, and oversee
projects to completion
Responsible for day of show settlement, prepare invoices and handle payroll
discrepancies
To manage the operational relationship with the customer, securing to
achieve a high level of satisfaction from the customer regarding the overall
delivery performance
To secure that hierarchical escalation on critical incidents (or other
emergencies as specified on SLA) is followed and that the customer is always
involved and updated according to contractual requirements
To secure that all internal agreements (WLA) between the Local and other
delivery organizations are signed and reflect the contractual requirements
Secure correct handling of Incident Management, Problem Management &
Change Management

Example of Operations Director Job Description
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Must possess and demonstrate the ability to direct individuals and delegate
responsibilities and tasks
Must possess and demonstrate verbal, written, and interpersonal
communications skills
Must be computer literate and able to utilize MS Office, spreadsheets and
ERP systems
Must possess and demonstrate ability to read, understand, interpret and
apply technical writing skills and instructions
Must be well organized and detail-oriented with proven initiative and self-
starter skills
Must be able to interact effectively with a variety of individuals within and
between departments


